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            Observational Studies of the Ultra-Long 

               Waves in the Atmosphere (I ) 

            Part 1. Daily Behaviour of the Quasi-Stationary and 
                  Travelling Ultra-Long Waves during the 
                  Stratospheric Sudden Warming 

                              By Tatsuya Iwashima 

                          Geophysical Institute, Kyoto University, Kyoto 
                (Manuscript received 4 December 1972, in revised form I5 June 1973) 

                                     Abstract 

        Analytical studies of day-to-day behaviour of the travelling and quasi-stationary ultra-long 
    waves in the 1967/68 winter stratosphere are made by means of the time-filter method [Iwashima 
    and Yamamoto (1971)]. 

        A brief description of the method of analysis and a criterion of numerical reliability for 
     treating erroneous data are provided in the first place. 

        Daily variations of zonal mean temperature and zonal mean wind which characterize the 
    sudden warming are firstly depicted. Secondly from the analysis of the total ultra-long waves with 

     wavenumbers one, two and three, such a few characteristic features as amplitude-decay of the 
wavenumber one and simultaneous amplification of the wavenumber two at the sudden warming, 

    which has been suggested by Teweles (1963), etc., are confirmed again. Thirdly, in order to 
     show the process of applying the time-filter method, the wavenumber two is analyzed somewhat 

    in detail, because of its predominance during the period of sudden warming. It is found out that 
     the amplification of several fluctuating components of the quasi-stationary part is accompanied 

    with the sudden warming. The travelling part is classified into the westsward and eastward-
     moving modes. 

        Finally, the travelling and quasi-stationary parts of the ultra-long waves with the wavenumbers 
     one, two and three are described in meridional- and vertical-time sections. The travelling part of 

     wavenumber one predominates during the warming stage and rapidly decays at the mature stage 
     of the warming. The former stage may correspond to the "third stage of the sudden warming" 

    by Miyakoda (1963) or the "migratory-stage" termed by Hirota (1967). While the quasi-stationary 
    parts of wavenumber one and both parts of wavenumber two amplify with the warming and 

     decay afterward. Taking account of the results of the former observational and theoretical 
    studies [Hirota (1968), Matsuno (1971), etc.], we may infer the following close relations: 

i) the non-linear interaction between the travelling part of wavenumber one and that of 
           wavenumber two, and 

ii) the interaction between the quasi-stationary part and the travelling one of the respective 
          wavenumber, as Murakami (1960) showed the encrgetical relation between the stationary 
          disturbance and the transient eddy. 

                                      and Wiin-Nielsen (1968)]. According to their 
1. Introductionresults , it may be considered that the ultra-long 

 Observational studies of the ultra-long waves wave consists of the travelling and quasi-
have been made by many authors [e.g., Kubota stationary parts, and that the superposition of 
and Iida (1954), Eliasen (1958), Haney (1961), the former part with a small amplitude upon 
Deland (1964, 1965, 1972), Eliasen and Machen- the latter with a large amplitude leads to its 
haucr (1965, 1969), Benwell (1968), Deland and apparent fluctuation in position and amplitude. 
Lin (1967), Deland and Johnson (1668), Bradley Hitherto, in most observational studies of the
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ultra-long waves, much attention have been given 
to its transient [strictly speaking,  fluctuating] 

part. Then, in most of their analyses, the 
transeint part was defined by the deviation from 
the quasi-stationary part or mean over the whole 

period of the analysis. While, by means of a 
few time-filters, Bradley (1968), Bradley and 
Wiin-Nielsen (1968) and Eliasen and Machenhauer 

(1969) divided the ultra-long wave into the fast, 
slow-moving and standing parts. However, it 
should be considered that the fluctuating part 
defined by the deviation and the moving part 
defined by the time-filter may include not only 
the travelling part but also the fluctuating part 
of the amplitude of the quasi-stationary part. 
For the behaviour of the ultra-long waves 
averaged throughout the sampling period, Kao 

(1968, 1970) and his collaborators [Kao and 
Wendell (1976), Kao, Jenne and Sagendorf (1970)] 
have performed the power spectral analysis by 
the aid of Fourier analysis in both wavenumber 
and frequency domains. In their results, there 
is such a fact suggesting that the amplitude of 
the quasi-stationary part may remarkably changes 
with various periods. On the other hand, 
Hayashi (1971) has proposed a method for 
separating all waves into progressive and 
retrogressive parts by space Fourier and time-
cross spectral analyses. Deland (1972) proposed 
a method of spectral analysis of travelling waves 
based on space- and time-Fourier analyses. These 
methods are, at any rate, available for discussing 
mean behaviour of the ultra-long waves averaged 
throughout sampling duration.
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Fig.  1. Response functions R(r) for band-pass 
      filters [BF(1), BF(2), BF(3), BF(4), 

     BF(5), BF(6), BF(7) and BF(8)] and 
      a low-pass filter [LF]. r is the period. 

      Unit in day.

 For the purpose of investigating the day-to-
day behaviour of the ultra-long waves, we have 

proposed a time-filter method, which makes it 
possible to separate the ultra-long waves into the 
quasi-stationary and travelling parts [Iwashima 
and Yamamoto (1971)]. By means of this method, 
variation of the amplitude of the quasi-stationary 

part can be separately obtained on a daily basis. 
 In the present paper a brief description of the 

time-filter method with a modification will be 

given, and then the significance (or numerical 
reliability) for treating the erroneous data will 
be discussed. Applying this method to the 
stratosphere in the 1967/68 winter, we will 
describe a behaviour of the quasi-stationary and 
travelling ultra-long waves. 

2. Method of analysis 

 Separation of the ultra-long waves into the 
travelling and quasi-stationary parts is performed 
by the time-filter method, whose filters consist 
of a low-pass filter and several band-pass filters 

(see Fig. 1). The main procedure of the analysis 
has been already proposed by us [Iwashima and 
Yamamoto (1971)]. However, in the subsequent 

paper, an alteration has been added to the 
decision of phase-angle of the quasi-stationary 

part, as noted, by our recent paper [Iwashima 
and Yamamoto (1973)]. Therefore, the method 
of analysis is described again in the Appendix 
A. Also, the relationship of the time-filter 
method to the Fourier method, which is 
adopted by Deland (1972), etc., is referred to in
the Appendix B. 

3. Criterion for significance of the results 

 The actual raw data should be considered to 
contain observational and/or any other errors. 
In treatment of the results obtained from those 
erroneous data, any criterion for numerical 
reliability or significance is desired. 

 Discussion of reliability will be made for each 
stage of the analysis. The procedure consists of 
two stages, i.e. the first one where the Fourier 
harmonic analysis of geopotential height along a 
latitude is made, and the second where some 
filters are applied to the time series data obtained 
at the first stage, and the quasi-stationary and 
travelling parts are separately calculated. 

 At the first stage of Fourier harmonic analysis, 
the criterion can be given after Brooks and 
Carruthers (1953). The probability df that any
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amplitude A of Fourier harmonic analysis of N 

random values with standard deviation  al falls 

between A and A+dA is 

 df=2o exp(—NA2/4 a12)dA(3-1) 
Therefore, if the probability which any amplitude 
exceeds A01 is assumed to be equal to or less 
than 1

1%, the following relation will be held; 

   J2Aexp(—NA2/4a,.2)dAS0.01(3-2) 
i.e. 

A 2 ail/1n 100/N(3-3) 

The numerical value of A01 is given as follows; 

A01 > 0.51 a1 for N=72, 
                                (3-4) 

A01 > 0.72 a1 for N=36. 

The standard deviation of the height of isobaric 
surfaces may probably vary with location (height, 
latitude or longitude) or time. No definite data 
of numerical value of the standard deviation in 
the lower stratosphere is at the present author's 
hand. However, we will employ the standard 
deviation a1=400 gpm throughtout this work, 
taking into consideration the fact that its value 
around the tropopause is about 150 gpm, and 
that it increases as altitude [Sawyer (1962), 
Johnson and Gelman (1968)] , but seldom exceeds 
500 gpm. In this case, we have 

A01 > 204 gpm for N= 72, 
                              (3-5) A

01 > 286 gpm for N=36. 

  We should, further, discuss the significance of 
filtered time-series data at the second stage of 
the analysis. Operation of the filter is equivalent 
to weighted-running mean of data Xk, such as 

X= E WkXk(3-6) 

k where Wk is the weight. Therefore, the standard 

deviation o2 of X is obtained by the use of the 
following relation, 

0,22= ~,,' Wk200(3-7) 

[e.g. see p. 138 in Shchigolev (1965)].

Iwashima

Table 1 r.

211

BF

1~G Wt2 
k

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0. 815iO. 3590. 2280. 1671. 1210.0871.06810.060
  The value of VE Wk2 for each filter BF(j) 
is given in Table 1. 

  The travelling part of the wave is obtained by 
such a computational manipulation as summation 
of all the parts that pass the band-pass filters, 
and the quasi-stationary one by subtraction of 
the former part from the original data. From 
the relation (3-7) and the condition that all the 
standard deviation for BF (j) are equal to al, 
the total standard deviation can be easily 
obtained. Thus, from summation of the above 
values in Table 1, we obtain the following 
standard deviation, a2 for the travelling and 

quasi-stationary parts; 

a2=0.95 al(3-8) 

And the criterion for 99% significance of the 
amplitude Ai2 of both parts becomes 

A02 > 210 gpm for N= 72, 
or(3-9) 

A02 > 294 gpm for N=36. 

  From the above consideration, a travelling 

part and quasi-stationary one whose amplitude 
exceeds 200 gpm may be considered to be 
significant, and that of smaller amplitude does 
not deserve further treatment. 

 Employing the above-mentioned for N=36 
and the standard deviation a1'=50 gpm [referring 
to Sawyer (1962)], we can obtain the following 
critical amplitude A01' for the total ultra-long 
waves and A02' for the travelling and quasi-
stationary ultra-long waves in the middle or 
lower troposphere; 

A01' > 36 gpm, A02' > 37 gpm (3-10) 

 A01' seems to be reasonable, compared with 
the empirical value of Arai (1970), such as 
20 gpm for the middle latitudes and 30 gpm for 
the higher latitudes. 

4. Data and synoptic condition 

 Data 

 The method described in the previous section 
2 will be applied to the daily geopotential field
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  Table 2. Period of data, levels and

of the Meteorological 

grid points

Society of Japan Vol. 51, No. 4

Period

 

I Nov. 1, 1967-Feb. 29, 1968 
         (121 days)

Pressure levels

Grid points

10, 30, 50, 100 mb

30, 35, 40, 45, 50 , 55, 60, 
65, 70, 75, 80,  85'N 

     each 10' long.
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  Fig. 2. Northern Hemisphere 10 mb chart for 
         Dec. 26, 1967 (after Free University of 
         Berlin:  1968). 

in the 1967/68 winter stratosphere. The original 
data have been read off from the stratospheric 
maps issued by Free University of Berlin (1968, 
69). The details of the data are given in Table 2. 

  Synoptic condition 

 In this period of the analysis, a remarkable 
stratospheric sudden warming appeared. Detailed 
description of the warming has been already 

given by Johnson (1969). He divided the warm-
ing period into three stages, i.e. initial stage of 
the warming (Dec. 15-27, 1967), circulation 
breakdown (Dec. 28, 1967-Jan. 10, 1968) and 
circulation restoration (Jan. 11, 1968- ). The 
synoptic situations during the period are shown 
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. At the first stage can be 
seen an elongated polar vortex which has been 
a center of low geopotential height near the 
North Pole (Fig. 2). At the second stage, the 

polar vortex splits into the bipolar circulation 
pattern (Fig. 3). At the third stage it gradually 
returns to the usual winter circulation pattern 

(Fig. 4). In this work the period corresponding

Fig. 3. 10 mb chart for Jan. 3, 1968 (after 
      Free University of Berlin 1969).

tO 

                               • 
                     • 5O --- 

            • 55• 

               ss•309t 

JAN.10 -50. 

1968 10 MB

--)
7 mz:Z096 

)2

     Fig. 4. 10 mb chart for Jan. 16, 1968, 
            as in Fig. 3. 

to the former two stages is selected. 

5. Analytical results 

 The results of analysis by the time-filter method 
will be presented in this section, with brief 
descriptions of day-to-day variations of the zonal 
mean wind and temperature fields. Daily 
behaviour of the apparent ultra-long waves (or 
"total ultra-long waves") will be outlined prior 

to separating them. Finally the results for the 

quasi-stationary and travelling parts of the waves 
will be illustrated.
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 5.  1. Zonal meats temperature and zonal mean 
      wind 

 The daily variations of zonal mean fields are 
illustrated. The zonal mean temperature (T) and 
wind (U) are computed at every 5 degrees of 
latitude from 30(35)°N to 85(80)°N, at 10, 30, 
50 and 100 mb levels. 

 A meridional-time section of the zonal mean
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5. Meridional-time section of zonal mean 

   temperatures T at 10 mb in degree 

   Celcius, 30°-85°N for Dec. 20, 1967-

   Jan. 10, 1968. Isotherms at 5°C 

   intervals. 
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temperature T at 10 mb, and a vert cal-time 
section of T at 80°N are shown in Figs. 5 and 
6, respectively. A region warmer than —30°C 
can be found at 10 mb and all latitudes higher 
than 75°N about Jan. 2, 1968. The date of the 
highest temperature at each latitude is shown by 
thick line in Fig. 5. 

  The peak moved from 30°N at Dec. 23, 
 1967 to 80°N at Jan. 3, 1968 with a speed of 

about 5° lat(day. This sudden warming is 
illustrated more remarkably in Fig. 7, where 
day-to-day variations of T at 10 mb are given 
at every 10° latitudes from 30°N to 80°N.
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   Fig. 9. Meridional-time section of zonal mean 
         wind U at 10 mb. Unit in m/sec. 

Quite conspicuous increase of T started at 80°N 
on Dec. 30, 1967, and the maximum appeared 
on Jan. 3, 1968. While an appreciable decreasing 
of T can be noticed at 30°N about Dec. 28, 
1967, by about 3°C. A similar feature can be 
also detected for T at 40°N and 50°N. This 
cooling at low latitudes may perhaps play some 
role of compensating the sudden warming at high 
latitudes suggested by Matsuno's numerical model 
of the sudden warming [Matsuno (1971)] and 
Julian and Labitzke (1965). Fig. 6 illustrates the 
vertical-time section of the zonal mean tempera-
ture T at 80°N. It is noted that a little tempera-
ture decreasing occurred at the middle level 

preceding the major warming at higher levels. 
The temperature averaged over the area north 
of 30°N [T] is given in Fig. 8. The warming 
still remains appreciably, with a peak in [T] at 
10 mb about Dec. 30, 1967. At 30 mb level, the 
warming of [T] is delayed by about 10 days 
with less magnitude. These may throw a light 
on the mechanism of the sudden warming. 

 While, the zonal mean wind U in meridional-

  15 20 25 30 1 5 10 i5 
DEC.'67JAN.'68 

   Fig. 10. Vertical-time section of zonal mean 
          wind U at 70°N. 

and vertical-time sections are given in Figs. 9 and 
10, respectively. Maximum westerlies appeared 
about 70°N just before the start of sudden 
warming at high latitudes, simultaneously with 
intensification of meridional temperature gradient 

(Fig. 5). Then, almost simultaneously the easte-
rlies appeared in the southern region of 40°N. 
It seems that the rapid decreasing of westerlies 
corresponds to the warming. At higher latitudes, 
the zonal mean wind U became easterly, when 
the warming finished, and meridional gradient 
of the zonal mean temperature T changed its 
sign. Fig. 10 shows that such a change of the 
zonal mean wind U north of 60°N almost 
simultaneously occurred at the lower levels, 
without a few days delay. If we compare Fig. 9 
with the theoretical result of Matsuno (1971) 

[i.e., for the numerical model C 2 of the 
wavenumber two], a few similar and/or different 

point are found out in their gross pattern_ A 
similar point is the above-mentioned time-change 
of U from westerly to easterly. Two maxima 
of westerlies appear at high latitudes, although
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              Fig. 11. Meridional-time section of amplitudes and phase-angles of the 
                      ultra-long waves with wavenumbers one (top), two (mid) and 

                     three (bottom) at 10 mb. Unit of the amplitude is 10 gpm, 
                      and that of the phase-angle east (+) or west (—)° longitude. 

their magnitudes are different from each other. answer whether these agreement and disagreement 
It is a different point that in his theoretical case points are an essential one for the warming or 
the sudden warming occurred with decreasing of not. 
the second maximum, while in our result the 
warming occurred at the decreasing of the first 5.2. Day-to-day behaviour of the total ultra-
maximum. In the observational results [e.g., long waves 
Webb (1966)] corresponding to the Matsuno's In this section, day-to-day behaviour of the 
numerical experiment, the sudden warming total ultra-long waves to which the time-filters 
occurred at the time of the earlier weakening of are not yet applied, will be described . The ampli-
the first maximum westerly. However, we cannot tude and phase-angle of the ultra-long waves of
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               Fig. 12. Vertical-time section of amplitudes and phase-angles of the 
                         ultra-long waves with wavenumbers one (top), two (mid) 

                      and three (bottom) at 70°N from 300 mb to 10 mb. Units 
                         are the same as Fig. 11. 

wavenumbers one, two and three at 10 mb are phase-angle is shown by the double dashed lines 
shown in meridional-time section (Fig. 11). The in Fig. 11. Although the isopleths have rather 
amplitude of wavenumber one had a maximum complicated features, they show a general tendency 
from 60°N to 70°N throughout the whole period. of westward travelling with a speed about 
While that of wavenumber two has a maximum 10°long/day. It is noted that the maximum 
at 60-65°N, as well as that of wavenumber one, amplitude of wavenumber two and the minimum 
the amplitude reached a maximum about Jan. 5, of wavenumber one appeared nearly simulta-
1968. The amplitude of wavenumber one began neously. Until Dec. 22, 1967, the former wave 
to decrease just after the sudden warming peak moved westwards, thereafter turned to eastward. 
all over the most latitudes. Time-change of the After the time of sudden warming peak, this
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wave travelled  westward again. From Figs. 9 
and 11, it is noted that the zonal wind and the 
amplitude of wavenumber one show a periodic 
day-to-day variation with about two weeks and 
with negative correlation. Such a characteristic 
change is found out during the other periods of 
the sudden warming [Hirota and Sato (1969)]. 

 The amplitude of wavenumber three is much 
smaller than those of the wavenumbers one and 
two. Maximum amplitude appeared in the 
narrow region from 55°N to 65°N during the 

period from Dec. 23, 1967 to Jan. • 6, 1968. In 
day-to-day variation of the phase-angle, no clear 
feature such as systematic travelling can be 
found out. 

  Fig. 12 shows amplitudes and phase-angles in 
vertical-time section at 70'N from 300 mb to 
10 mb. The amplitudes of wavenumbers one and 
two clearly decrease downwards, and that of 
wavenumber three does not so. The characteristic 
features of time change of wavenumbers one 
and two at 10 mb can be also found out in the 
lower levels, and maximum or minimum at the 
lower layer somewhat precedes those at the 
upper layer. It suggests that the cause of time 
change of the amplitude may be probably in the 
lower layer. The ridge (or trough) axis of 
wavenumber one tilts westward with increasing 
of altitude before the sudden warming, while it 
does eastward after appearance of the maximum 
temperature. Those of wavenumbers two and 
three are mostly westward throughout the 

period, though their magnitudes are small. The 
magnitude of westward-tilt of wavenumber two 
in our result seems to be considerably small, as 
compared with that of Muench (1965). 

  5. 3. Day-to-day behaviour of the travelling and 

       quasi-stationary ultra-long waves 
  By means of the time-filter method mentioned 

in the foregoing section, the total ultra-long 
waves can be separated into the travelling and 

quasi-stationary parts. Day-to-day behaviour of 
both parts will be depicted in this section. 

  Before presentation of the results of separation, 
a few results obtained through only application 
of the time-filter will be provided for better 
understanding of the method of analysis. For its 

purpose, we will choose the wavenumber two, 
taking into consideration that it dominated 
during the warming period as shown Figs. 11 and 
12. Applying the eight band-pass filters and one
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low-pass filter to the time-series of cosine and 
sine coefficients of wavenumber two at 10 mb, 
65°N, we obtain the amplitude and phase-angle 
for each filter illustrated in Fig. 13. It is easily 
seen that the amplitude of low-pass-filtered part 

(LF) is the most significant, and that those of 
the other band-pass-filtered parts [BF (j ), i = 

 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8] nearly periodically fluc:uate 
around some mean value. Time variation of 
the phase-angle of BF(5), BF(6), BF(7) and 
BF(8) are rather slower than those expected 
from the central frequency of the filter, except 
abrupt shift found when the amplitude is quite 
small. This fact and conspicuous periodic time-
change of their amplitudes suggest that they 
contain not only the travelling mode but also a 
fluctuating component of the quasi-stationary 

part as expected from the relation (A-4) and 
(A-5). Such a mode with an amplitude less than 
the corresponding critical value given in the 
section 3 may be worthless to be treated further-
more, and therefore it is excluded here. From 
the results for 36 terms Fourier harmonic 
analysis in the section 3, the significanse levels 
are about 260 gpm for BF(1), 90 gpm for BF('_), 
60 gpm for BF(3), 45 gpm for BF(4) and 40 gpm 
for BF(5), BF(6), BF(7) and BF(8), respectively. 
Thus, all modes, except BF(1) and BF(2), are 
separated into two parts, i.e. the travelling part 
and fluctuating component of the quasi-stationary 
one. Such results are illustrated in Fig. 14. 
Hereafter, for convenience, we express each 
travelling mode with T3, T},..., Ts referring to 
each band-pass filter. The fluctuating components 
of quasi-stationary part which pass each band-

pass filter are also represented by Q,3, Q4, • • •, Q3. 
  As expected, the amplitudes of Q3, Q4, •••, Qs 

vary periodically with the central period of the 
band-pass filter. The amplitudes of the travelling 
modes T3, 7'             4,•--, Ts are approximately constant, 
compared with those shown in Fig. 13. Phase-
angles of 7'5, Ts, 7; and Ts show their westward 
travelling and their phase speeds fall in the 
range from 5° long/day to 10°long/day . Phase 
change of 7'4 implies eastward travelling with a 
value nearly equal to 11°long/day. 

  Although the travelling direction of 7'3 shows 
an abrupt change at Jan. 2 from westward to 
eastward, its change may not be significant 
because of the small amplitude during the last 
half of the days. 

In the discussion of filtering in the Appendix
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A, the amplitude of travelling part is treated to 

be constant. If it changes with several periods, 
one travelling wave may simultaneously pass 

through a few band-pass filters. Moreover, 

taking account of overlap of the range of 

pass-band of BF(6), BF(7) and BF (8) shown 
in Fig. 1, it is permissible to infer that T5, 

T6, T7 and T6 come from one travelling 

mode. Therefore, all travelling modes passing

through the filter of BF(3), BF(4), BF(5), BF 

(6), BF(7) and BF(8) will be temporarily 
classified into the two groups, i.e. eastward-
travelling mode and westward-travelling one. 
Then the amplitudes and phase-angles of such 
two modes are respectively shown in meridional-

(Fig. 15) and vertical-(Fig. 16) time sections. 
 Fig. 15 shows the meridional-time section of 

amplitudes and phase-angles of westward-(upper
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part) and eastward-(lower one) travelling modes 
at 10 mb level. From this figure the following 
facts are found out: 

(i) The maximum amplitudes of westward-
   travelling mode are about twice those of 

   eastward-travelling one. During the period 
   from Dec. 31, 1967 through Jan. 8, 1968, 

   the former amplitude is about 600 gpm and 
   the latter about 300 gpm. 

 (ii) Both the amplitudes conspicuously increa-
   sed about Dec. 30, 1967. 

 (iii) The meridional scale of westward-travell-
   ing mode is rather larger than that of 

   eastward-travelling one. 

 (iv) The phase speed of the eastward-travelling 
   mode is about 10°long/day, and that of the 

   westward-travelling one is equal to or a little 
   less than the value. 

 (v) Their trough-ridge axes generally tilt 
eastward with increasing of latitude.

    DEC.25 30 1 JAN. 5 

  Fig. 16. Vertical-time section of amplitude and 
          phase-angle of the westward (upper) 

          and eastward (lower) travelling modes 
          of wavenumber two at 65°N. Units 
          are the same as Fig. 14. 

 (vi) The eastward-tilt of eastward-travelling 
   mode is mostly larger than that of westward-

   travelling one. 
 Fig. 16 illustrates the amplitudes and phase-

angles in the vertical-time section at 65°N lat., 
where we have multiplied the amplitude at a 

pressure level p below 30 mb by a factor of 

%/p/10 mb, considering the influence of density 
distribution [Matsuno (1971)]. A few features 
are found out in their vertical structure as 
follows; 

 (vii) The westward-travelling mode has a 
   maximum at 30 mb about Dec. 30 to Jan. 2. 
   Except this period, the amplitude is nearly 

   uniform in vertical direction. 

 (viii) The amplitude of eastward-travelling 
   mode decreases with increasing of altitude, 

   and it is smaller than that of westward-
   travelling one. 

 (ix) Trough-ridge axes of both the modes tilt 
   westward with almost equal magnitude. 

Classification of travelling mode has been made 
by Bradley and Wiin-Nielsen (1968). Taking 
account of the phase speed and vertical structure, 
we may consider that both the eastward- and
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westward-travelling modes correspond to the 
"forced mode" of Bradley and Wiin-Nielsen 

(1968), although their analyses were limitted at 
the levels below 200 mb. They also indicated 
existence of the "free mode". Its phase speed 
corresponds to that in the range of BF (2). 
However, such a mode filtered through BF(2) 
is excluded here, because of its quite small 
amplitude as mentioned above. Comparing our 
results of analysis with the observational results of 
Bradley and Wiin-Nielsen (1968), we may infer 
that their first- and second-vertical modes corres-

pond to the westward- and eastward-travelling 
modes, respectively. 

 Fig. 17a and Fig. 17b show the meridional-
and vertical-time sections of the fluctuating 
component of the quasi-stationary part corres-

ponding to BF(3), BF(4), BF(5), BF(6), BF(7) 
and BF (8). It is noted that quite a large 
amplification is found out around 65°N during 
the warming period from Dec. 27 to Jan. 3. 
Before and after that time, the amplitude con-
trarily decreased. Comparing this result with 
Fig. 15, we can find out that the magnitude of 
the fluctuating component is comparable with 
the amplitude of the westward-travelling mode. 
In the vertical section, the amplitudes at all the 
levels vary almost simultaneously, except the 
time when the maximum range of the amplitude-
change is found at 30 mb, as well as the 
westward-travelling mode. Henceforth, besides 
the result of wavenumber two,those of wavenum-
bers one and three are also illustrated in 
meridional- and vertical-time sections, where the 
total ultra-long waves are separated into the 
fluctuating quasi-stationary part and one travelling 

part without discriminating between eastward-
travelling mode and westward-travelling one . This
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is because our major interest is directed to 
variation of the quasi-stationary part rather than 
the travelling one. 

  Fig. 18 is the results of wavenumber one in 
meridional-time section at 10 mb. The amplitude 
of the travelling part between 65°N and 70°N 
is larger than 1000 gpm before the sudden 
warming. It abruptly decreased about Dec. 31, 
and remained to be small afterwards. While the 
amplitude of the quasi-stationary part gradually 
increased, and reached a maximum at 70°N 
about Jan. 1. Afterwards it decreased till Jan. 5. 
Such a characteristic amplitude-change of both 

parts permits us to speculate some close energe-
tical relation between them, as Murakami (1960) 
showed the energy flow from the stationary 
disturbance to the transient eddy. The phase-
angles are illustrated only in the region where 
the amplitude is greater than 100 gpm. The 
travelling part moved westward with the speed 
of 15-20°long/day. Time-change of' phase-angle 
of the quasi-stationary part is mostly less than 
.5°long/day for the first half period. While for 
the last half it reached 30°long/day or so.
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       Fig. 20. The same as Fig. 18 except 

                 wavenumber three. 

                      • Strictly speaking, the low-pass filter LF is not 
ideal, in such a sense that its response for the 

short period is not completely zero. Therefore , 
it is very difficult to exclude such a mixing of 

travelling mode with a conspicuously large 
amplitude and short period completely . Since at 
the last several days the amplitude of the 

travelling part was not so large, the large phase 
change seems to have been induced by combined 

effects of nearly periodic amplitude-change and 

travelling of the travelling part, as well as by 
the abrupt shift of phase of the quasi-stationary 

part. 
 Fig. 19 shows the meridional-time section of 

wavenumber two. Maximum amplitude of the 

quasi-stationary part is nearly equal to that of 
the travelling one. Both parts have a maximum 

amplitude about Jan. 1 at 65°N. The date of 

this maximum corresponds to the time of the 
mature stage of the sudden warming. The quasi-

stationary part moved westward with the speed 

about 15°long/day, while phase-angle of the 

quasi-stationary one is almost constant. 
 The amplitude of wavenumber three is very
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small, as compared with the wavenumbers one 
and two all over the latitudes and days as shown 
in Fig. 20. That of the quasi-stationary part has 
a region larger than 100 gpm from 50°N to 
70°N, including several maxima greater than 
200 gpm. 

 Similar results will be described in vertical-time 
section, where the amplitude below 30 mb level 
is multiplied by a square-root density factor as 
well as in Fig. 16. 

 Fig. 21 is the result of wavenumber one. The 
amplitudes of both parts generally increase with 
altitude except a few maxima at 30 mb level. 

 Furthermore, it is noted that both parts have 
an indication of the vertical propagation of 
amplification before the warming stage, as 
illustrated with a thick-dashed line. That of the 
travelling part occurred at the first half stage of 
the sudden warming, preceding that of the quasi-
stationary one. The latter almost coincides with 
the time of sudden warming at 65°N. Their 
speeds of vertical propagation are about 10 km/ 
day or so. The ridge (or trough) axes of the 

quasi-stationary part considerably tilt westward 
all over the days. Their phase difference hem ecn
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      Fig. 22. The same as Fig. 21 except 
                 wavenumber two. 

10 mb and 100 mb is greater than 100°long. 
While the ridge axes of the travelling part are 
nearly in vertical during the first half of the 
warming stage, and tilted westward afterwards. 

 The vertical section for wavenumber two is 
illustrated in Fig. 22. The amplitudes of both 

parts have a maximum at 30 mb level about 
Dec. 30 or 31, and their amplification almost 
simultaneously occurred at all the levels from 
100 mb to 10 mb. The ridge (or trough) axes of 
both modes are nearly vertical, different from 
the westward-tilt of wavenumber one. No pro-
nounced delay of amplification is found out. An 
evidence of slant propagation of amplification 
from lower level and lower latitude to higher 
level and higher latitude will be shown in another 

paper [Yamamoto and Iwashima (1972)]. The 
travelling parts moved westward with the speed 
of about 10°long/day at all levels. 

 The quasi-stationary part of wavenumber three 
in Fig. 23 is considerably dominant at lower 
levels, in contrast with insignificant amplitude 
at 10 mb (Fig. 20). There is an indication of 
westward-tilting of the quasi-stationary part. 
Amplitude of the travelling part is too small to 
be discussed further. No pronounced features are 
found out in this vertical structure. 

  Further investigations are required to 
answer a question whether the above-mentioned
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characteristics of the ultra-long waves are 
common to the stratospheric sudden warming 
or particular for the 1967/68 sudden warming. 
The present author expects that similar analyses 
will be performed on the other seasons and 
situations. 

6. Summary and concluding remarks 

 A method of separating the total ultra-long 
waves into the travelling and quasi-stationary 

parts on a daily basis, was outlined together 
with a criterion for reliability of the results. 

 This method was applied to the geopotential 
data in the 1967/68 winter stratosphere. In the 
first stage the total ultra-long waves of wave-
numbers one, two and three were obtained by 
the Fourier harmonic analysis along a latitudinal 
circle. Secondly the eight band-pass and one 
low-pass time filters were operated to the time 
series of cosine and sine coefficients obtained at 
the first stage. Thirdly, after some manipulation, 
a travelling mode and a fluctuating component 
of the quasi-stationary part were obtained from 
such a part that had passed each band-pass 
filter. Finally ore travelling part and a quasi-
stationary one were given. 

 The main results at each stage are summarized 
as follows; 

(i) In the field concerned with the total

:al Society of JapanVol. 51, No. 4 

 ultra-long waves, wavenumbers one and two 
 show a periodical change with negative 

 correlation and the period of about two 
 weeks during the warming as shown by 

 Teweles (1963), Hirota and Sato (1969), etc.. 
 At the abrupt warming stage the former 

 wave decayed and the latter amplified. While, 
 after the warming peak, the former gradually 

 recovered and the latter decayed. 

(ii) Both the westward- and eastward-
 travelling modes of wavenumber two have 

 different vertical and meridional structures. 

(iii) The travelling part of wavenumber one, 
 which was obtained without descriminating 

 the travelling direction, abruptly decayed at 
 the warming stage just before its maximum 

 peak, when the quasi-stationary part reached 
 a maximum. As compared with this result, 

 the total ultra-long wave with the same 
 wavenumber decayed somewhat gradually. 

(iv) Just at the warming peak, both the parts 
 of wavenumber two became most predomi-

  nant. 

(v) Roughly speaking, the ridge (or trough) 
 axes of the quasi-stationary part with 

 wavenumbers one and two tilted westward 
 with increasing of altitude, and the tilting 

 of waventimber one was much larger than 
 that of wavenumber two. 

(vi) Westward vertical-tilting of the ridge axes 
 was found out in the travelling parts of 

 wavenumbers one and two. However, their 
 magnitudes were smaller than the magnitude 

 of the quasi-stationary part. 

(vii) From the amplitude-change of the 
 travelling part of wavenumbers one and two, 

 they seem to correlate non-linearly each 
  other. 

(viii) In the amplitude-change of (iii) and 
 (iv), we can find out such a feature that 
 makes us infer the energeticzl relation 

 between the quasi-stationary part and 
 travelling one with the same wavenumber.

 The above-mentioned results urge us into the 

next study of the energy processes of the quasi-

stationary and travelling ultra-long waves. Such 

a further investigation will disclose a qualitative 

relationship between both the waves, which are, 

from many former studies, speculated to have 

different origins. Also, some interesting features
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of the travelling part obtained here require us 
to analyze them in detail. The results of those 

studies will be published in the near future. 
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   J. atmos. Sci., 27, 1008-1020.harmonic analysis along a latitude as usual. Since 
------------- and L.L. Wendell, 1970: The kinetic the ultra-long waves can be considered to consist 

   energy of the large-scale atmospheric motion in of the quasi-stationary and travelling parts, the 
   the wavenumber-frequency space, I. J. atmos. Sci., cosine and sine coefficients of the n-th harmonic, 

  27, 359-375.C„(t) and Sn(t) may be expressed as follows; 
Kubota, S. and M. Iida, 1954: Statistical characte-

   ristics of the atmospheric disturbances. Pap. Cn(t)= Tn(t) cos (n(21,n+ Vnt)}   Meteor. Geophys., 5, 22-34.{ Qn(t) cos (n),a,n) (A-1) Matsuno, T., 1971: A dynamical model of the 
   stratospheric sudden warming. J. atmos. Sci., 28, S(t)= Tn(t) sin {n(21,n+ Vnt)} 

   1479-1494. 
Miyakoda, K., 1963: Some characteristic features ofQn(t) sin (n2on)(A-2) 

   winter circulation in the troposphere and lover where t is the time. The first term in the right-   stratosphere. Tech. Rept., 14, Dept. Geophys. hand side of the above equations is concerned    Sci., University of Chicago, 93 pp. 
Muench, H.S., 1965: On the dynamics of the winter-                                       with the travelling part, and Tn (t) is the 

   time stratospheric circulation. J. atmos. Sci., amplitude, Vn the phase speed and 21 n the 
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   Observations. Publishing Company Inc., New                                         into three steps as follows; 

  York, 350 pp.(II-1) Applying the low-pass filter LF [LF (6) 
Teweles, S., 1963: A spectral study of the warmingin the previous paper] to the time series of 

   epoch of January-February 1958. Mon. Wea. _Cn(t) and Sn(t) respectively, we obtain Cn.(t) and 
   Rev., 91, 565-519.Sn(t). The phase-angle n20,7, and the amplitude 
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             Appendix A.the travelling part. 
 Procedure(II-2) High-frequency component of amplitude 

 The method of analysis is dti,'tided into two change of the quasi-stationary part together with 
parts;travelling one may remain in the quantities 

(I) the first part where the ultra-long wavesobtained by subtracting the low-frequency part 
are taken out from the data in space domain by[Q„(t) cos (n2„ n) and Q„(t) sin (n2„ n)] from the 
means of the Fourier harmonic analysis, andoriginal quantities C„(t) and S„(t). At the next 

(II) the second one where the ultra-long; step, such a high frequency componentof C„(t)
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 and  Sn(t) are divided into several frequency The time series of An i(t) is shifted by a'tjuarter 

 ranges, using eight band-pass time filters [BF (j) of the period of the band-pass filter. It if- nearly 
j=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8], which cover almost all equal to -12 nl . It brings about the relation; 

 frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency of 
 the low-pass filter. This is convenient forVn 

 separating the travelling part from the quasi-An i(t_ 1t)=+-Vn,~lTni(t_dt)cos(n(a0n 
 stationary part in the later step, as well as 

 picking up the travelling modes with various 
phase speeds.where 4t=-/2 nl and the double signs (±) 

  Applying a band-pass filter BF (j) to the should be selected in the same order . Under 
 time series Cn(t) and Sn(t), we obtain the Cn,i(t) such an approximation 

 and Sn i(t). It is reasonable to consider that 
 these quantities consist of the travelling part andTn,i(t)={Tn,i(t+dt)+Tn,i(t—it);/2 (A-9) 

 a component of amplitude-change of the quasi th
e relations (A-7) and (A-8) provide a relation  stationary one with the period of which is within 

which gives a value of Tn i(t); 
 the range of the band-pass filter. Thus, we obtain 

    Cn,AO= Tn,At) cos {n(21,n,;+Vn;t)}Tn, At) =[An;(t)2 
+Qn,i(t) cos (n20,n)(A-4) +rAn,f(t—dt)—An,i(t+t~t) 1211!2                         2(A-10) S

n,i(t)=TT,i(t)sin {n(21,n,)+Vn,it)) 
Qn, i(t) sin (nag, n)(A-5) The phase-angle [n(20, n --1, n, i — Vn, it)] is deter-

                                       mined by the relations (A-7) and (A-8). The 
where the first term in the right-hand side of Phase of travelling part B is given by subtraction 
(A-4) and (A-5) belongs to the travelling part of this phase from n20,n. 
with the phase speed Vn,i, and the second oneSubstituion of the phase-angle and the 
to the quasi-stationary part whose amplitude amplitude of travelling part (A-I0) into (A-4) 
Qn,i(t) varies with a frequency nearly equal to and (A-5) gives the high-frequency component 
n I Viol. Subscript j is referred to application of the quasi-stationary part Q,,,i(t). Separation of BF (j). This band-pass filtering is made forof travelling part and high-frequency component 
all frequency range by the use of BF(1), BF(2),of the quasi-stationary one is made in this way 
BF (3), BF (4), BF (5), BF (6), BF (7) andfor a frequency range (= n I Viz, i j ). The initial BF(8)

.guess of the sign of Vn,i is equivalent to that 
  At this step, equalization for these quantities of dB/dt. dB kit is expressed by (A-4), (A-5) and 

must be made, referring to each response-function(A-9) as follows; 
(Fig. 1), because their magnitude may be reduced 
by operation of the filter.

dBTn,i(t). nV.,i[Tn,i(t)+Qn,i(t)cos{n(20,n (II-3) In the next place, the travelling and'~—sgn(Vn;V)]  
quasi-stationary parts in Cu,i(t) and Sni(t) aredt Tn,j(t)2+Q,~,i(t)2+2 Tn,i(t)Q„i(t)cos(n(200 
separated. For its purpose, the following quantity—~1>n,i—Vn,i(t)} 
is defined by nA0,n obtained at the preceding step(A-11) 
(II-1), and Cn,i(t) and S,,,i(t) at (11-2);Using some quantities Tn 1, Qn i ... on the 

                                    right-hand side of (A-1 l) obtained by the initial A
n, -i(t)—Cn,i(t) sin (nA0,n)—Sn,i(t) cos (n20,n)guess of sign of Vni, we can ascertain whether                                  (A-6) its guess is right or wrong. If the initially 

                                      guessed sign of dO/dt coincides with that of the From the relations (A-4) and (A-5), this isright-hand side of (A-I I), either of the double reduced to
signs in (A-8) should be selected approximately.                                        Th

e another sign should be selected, when the An, AO= Tn,i(t)sin (n(20,n-2i,,,,i—Vn,it)}initially guessed sign of dO/dt does not coincide 
                                (A-7) with that of (A-1 1).
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              Appendix B 

 The  time  filter expressed by spectral function 
 In order to extract the travelling and quasi-

stationary parts from the ultra-long waves, we 
have employed the time-filter method . While 
other investigators [e.g. Kao (1968), Deland 

(1972)] did Fourier harmonic analyses in time-
and space-domain. In this appendix the rela-
tionship of the time-filter method to the Fourier 
method is described. 

 A band-pass time filter in this paper is const-
ructed by weighted-running-mean with the 
weighting function w(t). Its operation to a 
function f(t) is expressed as follows; 

BF{ f (t) } =7 Tmw(r) f (t + r)d- 
or 

= E w(kit)f(t + kit) (B-1) 
k=—I 

where the former expression is used for con-
tinuous data, and the latter for discrete case. 
And Tm is a half of the running mean range, 
dt time interval of two adjacent data and "I " 
is the number of data during the period T,n, so 
that T,,,=I•it. Integral or summation of w(t) 
is set to be unity; 

   fTm w(t)dt= E w(kit)=1(B-2) J -T,,,k= —I 

The larger T,n or " I" will be employed, the 
sharper the cutoff of the filter will become. 

 w(t) is derived from the response function 
R(n) as follows; 

             J~    w(t)=-----2s—coR(m)exp(—imt)dm (B-3) 

where m is the frequency. Let us consider an 
ideal band-pass filter such that the response 
function R(m) is given by 

R(m)=1 for n-d2- <m<n+2n 
dudo         or -n- —2 2 

=0 for m<-n-inorm>n+2n 
                              (B-4)

where the frequency n is chosen to be positive. 

Then, the weighting function for this ideal filter 

is obtained by 

1 —n+Jn'2    w(t)=_J exp(-imt)dnz           2—n—Jn 2 

            1 n+Jn2       +a-----7.Inexp(—imt)dm                      —Jn2 

=1fn+Jn'2 
         Jcos (mt)drn                       n—in'2 

     =-1-cos(nt)•sin(2t) (B-5) 
Therefore, from the relations (B-2) and (B-5), the 
operation of the band-pass filter BF ( } for the 
discrete time-series data f (t) can be approximately 
expressed as follows; 

I 2 cos(nkit) in  BF(f(t)) =kEI-_kntsinkit) f(t + kit) 

      

[ n+Jn/21       = E f(t+kit)~exp(imkit) 
k= —1 n—Jn/2 2 

+ exp(- imkit)}]dm 
1 n+Jn,/2I                  [ f (t

+kit) (exp(imkit) 
                ,L•17n—Jn '2 k=--I 

+ exp(- i mkit)} ] din (B-6) 

where lit should be selected so as to be suffi-
ciently large. Introducing the complex Fourier 
transform of f(t), 

F(m,t)=-----211kEIf(t +kit)exp(—imkit) (B-7) 

and using the mean value theorem, we can 
rewritten the above BF {f(t)} as follows; 

j fn+dn/2 BF{ f(t)} =—
aJ—{F(m,t)+F*(m,t)}dm                     ndo/2 

_ {F(n,t)+F*(n,t)}dn (B-8) 

where F*(n,t) and F*(m,t) are the complex 
conjugates of F(n,t) and F(m,t), respectively. 
This relationship (B-8) implies that operation of 
the band-pass filter is equivalent to an integral 
or summation of the Fourier-transform for the 
frequency band in which the response of function 
R(n) is unity.
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                     Abstract 

     In the previous paper  [Iwashima(1973)], it has 

been shown that, by means of the time-filter method, 

the ultra-long wave in the atmosphere is generally 

separat6d into the two parts, i.e. travelling and 

quasi-stationary parts, and that the latter part of 

the ultra-long wave is usually associated with an 

amplitude-change. 

     In the present paper the energy equations for 

both parts of the wave are derived, and applied to 

an energetical study on the /1967/68 stratospheric 

sudden warming. 

     From an analysis before separating the wave into 

the travelling and quasi-stationary parts, it is shown 

that the energy processes are similar to the results 

obtained by Reed et al.(1963), Julian and Labitzke(1963), 

etc. 

     Separating the each ultra-long wave into the quasi-

stationary part and the travelling one, we can obtain the 

respective energy processes. Some of the results are 

summarized as follows: 

  i) At the warming stage, the kinetic energies of the 

    quasi-stationary and travelling ultra-long waves of 

    wavenumber two [KS(2) and KT(2)] increase, and espe-

    cially the increment of the former part is remarkable. 

 ii) The increase (or decrease) of KS(2) is mainly due to 

— 1 --



 that of the cile1 [,,7 kransfer from the troposphere 

   through the so-eaile6 pressure-interaction term 

   of the du-.tsi - i.rit i.on-{ry part of wavenumber two 

BG:1(2). 

iii) Increasing of r;.;(2) during the warming stage is 

   also controlled by the energy transfer from the 

   travelling wives of the various wavenumbers. 

 iv) The available potential energies of both parts 

   of wavenumber one increase during the warming stage. 

   these are mainly converted from the zonal available 

   potential energy.
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I. Introduction

     Dramatic temperature rising occurs usually at 

high latitudes a few times in the winter stratosphere, 

associated with a remarkable change of the large-scale 

circulation pattern.  .dace such a sudden warming was 

documented by Scherhag(1) j2) , a number of observational 

and theoretical studies have been made with development 

of the hemispheric aerolos;ical network. Many synoptic 

analyses indicate that the pattern of circulation in 

the winter stratosphere is mainly composed of the ultra-

long waves superposed upon the zonal circulation. The 

 fact that the ultra-long wave of wavenumber two does 

usually intensify in accompany with the sudden warming 

suggests a close connection between the development of . 

ultra-long waves and the cccurrence of sudden warming 

[Teweles(1963)]. 

      Energetical studies of the sudden warming have 

been made by many investigators [e.g. Ivliyakoda(1963), 

Muench(1965a, b) , Iviurakami (1,165) , Julian and Labitzke 

(1965)]. According to their results it is shown that 

the vertical energy flux from the troposphere into the 

stratosphere increases during the sudden warming. Reed 

et al.(1963), Teweles(1963), Perry(1966,67), Paulin( 

1968,70) and Miller and Johnson(1970) investigated the 

spectral energy processes in wavenumber domain. They 

showed that the ultra-lor.g waves play an important role 
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in  the ener-gy !)T'sr.Fsses or the stratospaeric sudden 

'.,rang
, especially in the energy transfer I z the 

troposphere. These authors have not taken into con-

sideration such a fact that the ultra-long wave con-

sists of twO part. , the quasi-stationary and trave-

lling [Deland(19g5), etc. j. Lurahami(1960), ~:e::ell 

and kicu ards (1969) and holopainen (1974) have studied 

the energetics of the stationary disturbances, which 

wore defined by the departure of the time-averaged 

flow from the zonal-and time-mean flow. 

     In the previews paper [ Iwashima(1973) J, the pre-

sent author showed that the transient part of the ultra-

long wave is composed of the travelling part and quasi-

stationary part with amplitude-changes. Taking account 

of these characteristics, we will perform an analysis of 

energetical processes of the ultra-long waves during the 

stratospheric sudden warming in the 1967/66 winter in 

the present paper.

4 —



II. Basic spectral  euuatiorls for the energetics

     In this section, the spectral energy equations 

for the quasi-stationary and travelling parts are se-

parately derived. Their derivation and description 

of the symbols will be given in the Appendices A and B. 

     The spectral energy equations for each part of the 

ultra-long waves integrated over the chosen volume (i.e. 

30°N-85°N; 10mb-100mb) are symbolically expressed as 

follows. Here, the eddy kinetic and available potential 

energies are respectively separated into the travelling 

and quasi-stationary parts. 

     The equation for the zonal kinetic energy, KZ: 

-KZ=BKZ— ZfcKTn)-+ CKS(n)} -r3EZ tcAKZ-D2
(1) 

The time change of the edd;,i kinetic energy of wavenumber 

n, K(n) is separated into the travelling part KT(n) and 

the quasi-stationary one K3(n); 

     atK0,0'KT@'i+attKS(i)                                        (2)

     The equation for the eddy kinetic energy of travelling 

part, KT(n): 

 KM-) = B KT (YO + LK Mt) + K T(n) +BC-T(n)+CA KTCn) 
(3) 

- -PT(- o +CKTSen
,r') 

m-ea 
o 
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      The equation for the quasi-stationary eddy kinetic 

energy of wavenumber n,  KL;(n): 

KS(11) - BKS(n)+ LKS(h)+CKS(1)+(3GS(n)-t- CA KS (TO 
(4) 

va 

p s(-) _ C K-j-s(-m, -y) 
m-, -64 

to 

     The equation for the zonal available potential ener-

gy, AZ: 

 at AZ = BAS- Z i'cATCn)+C4,sCn) cAKZ-± (5) 

      The eddy available potential energy of wavenumber n, 

A(n) is separated into the travelling part AT(n) and the 

quasi-stationary part AS(n); 

     tA(n)tATE)+As(-y9(6) 

     The equation for the e:.dy available potential energy 

of wavenumber n of the travelling part, AT(n): 

AT(n) = BAT () + Li T(11-) t CA TO-1)— CAKT''( ) 

~- T (1'0fiCATS(fn., 'YR)(7) 
n4- 

      The equation for the quasi-stationary eddy available 

potential energy of wavenumber n, AS(n): 

AS(n) = 13,4S(n)+ .LAS(,n)+cAS(n)- cA)6Cn) 
                                        (8) 

* — 6 —



Here, the designation of the individual terms on the 

right-hand side  of. equations (1) - (8) are given in 

the Appendix A. 

     Comparing the above equations with the spectral 

energy equations of Perry(1966,67) and Paulin(1968, 

70), we can find the energy transfer or exchange 

terms between the quasi-stationary and travelling 

parts, such as CKTS(n,m) and CATS(n,m) have been 

newly introduced. The introduction and, estimation 

of these new terms are one of the important points 

in this work.

—7-



relative  vorticit::, J(n-m) the horizontal velocity 

vector and V(n) the mericlional component of 1V(n) . 

By using this equat i.oui, 2(n) is evaluated at each 

level.Then, by fittiar; n third-degree least square 

polyns.nial to aS�(n) Logether with a boundary con-
dition (a(n) = 0 at p = 0, we can obtain the n(n) 

at, each level. 

      In order to estm ate the non-adiabatic heating 

rate or the genernti_on term of available potential 

                                     a energy, the adi~~or,ti_c ome,-;a fl(n) is calculated 

by means of the :;o-called adiabatic method. These 

vertical p-velociLien L(n) and S-2.`-n)  are also 

separated into the quasi-stationary part [ s(n) 

and S2(--) j and the trave] ling one [ .C2T(n) ar_d4n) J 
by the time-filter method. 

     Finally, usia; theantities PVT (n) , AVs(n) , 

fLT(n), 1-2 (n), ®--(n) and 0,s(n), we can easily esti-

mate the various kinds oL' energy and their conversion 

or transfer terms. The procedure of such a compu-

tation is described in th, flow-chart in Fig. 1. 

      The geopotential and temperature data used in 

this work were read from the stratospheric maps for 

the same period and r egio z a _, employed in the previous 

paper( Iwasi ima(1';73) f , i.e. Nov. 1, 1967 - Feb. 29, 

1968 and 10mb-100mboo,                        30.1-85;1, issued by Free Uni-

versity of 0967/68, 1)68a,b, 165/69, 1969x, :) .



IV.ri nFer  Ld  ioee1 Ci_r'culr:tion.  

The .,,onal mean. vertical p-velocity f2(0)  is 

computed by the procedure mentioned in the previous 

section. Uei.ng the value of the horizontal diver-

gence ~(0) and the zonal mean continuity equation; 

b-(0)cos  ----- 2 /2
.(0) = 0 (10) 

 a co sT ~7P 

we can obtain the zonal mean meridionai velocity V(0), 

with a boundary conch Ltioe V(0) = 0 at 80°N. This 

procedure is similar to that employed by Perry(1966). 

     Figs. 2a and 2b illustrete the results during 

the first half period from Dec. 23 to 31 and during 

the latter half from Jan. 1 to 8, respectively. Through-

out the period, they show ascending motion at nigh lati-

tudes and descending motion at mid-latitudes. The sou-

therly current around 40°K for the latter half period at 

10 r:b suggests a two-cell pattern, although the ascending 

motion at low-latitu(ies cannot be found out because of 

lack of data. These features are similar to the results 

of Julian and Labit ,keL1~ 65) and Perry(1966,67). The 

northern cell sc r mn to have intensified from the first 

half period to the latter one. For example, at 70°K of 

10 mb, horizontal ;tnu vertical motions respectively change 

from -36 cm/sec to -81 cm/sec , and from 0.2 cm/sec to 1.2 cm 

/sec. The magnitudes of horizontal and vertical velo-

cities are roughly equal to those of Julian and Labitzke 
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(1965)  and Perr;l(1 966,*), althouh the velocities at 

some latit,a -'o of 10 are somewhat treater than the 

l: tter. 

rig. 3 illustrates the meridional-time section 

of 0 , which means the deviation of the zonal mean 

potential temperature from the zonal-meridional mean 

one (0 j at 10 mb an : 100 mb. At 10 mb the meridional 

                                  m gradient of 0 abruptly changed ints sign just before 

the temperature peak d:,y. At 100 mb, the warm belt 

can be found at mid-latitudes throughout the period in 

question here, and furthermore, for a few days after 

the temperature peak day at 10 ,.b the zonal mean tem-

perature higher than the spatial mean temperature appeared 

at highest latitudes. Taking account of these temperature 

distribution, the northern cell is an i direct circulation 

at the former half period, and a direct one at the latter 

one. The indirect circulation at the warming time has been 

discussed by h,;ahlman(1O69), etc., while no literature con-

cerning the direct ce tl curing the several days after the 

sudden warming is at the present author's hand. Energy 

conversion between the zonal kinetic energy and zonal avai-

lable potential ene r Ey also shows the change of meridional 

circulation from indirect to direct as described in the 

following section.

  11 -



V. Energetics 

 V-1. Changes of zonal and eddy energies 

     The change of energies in zonal and eddy forms 

will be depicted, before giving the results concer-

ning the quasi-stationary and travelling ultra-long 

waves. Then, it will be examined whether several 

apparent characteristic features described by Reed 

et al. (1963), Julian and Labitzke(1965) and Perry(1 

966) would be found out. 

     Fig. 4 illustrates the time-change of various 

energies. Here, KZ, KE, AZ and AE denote the zonal 

kinetic energy, the eddy kinetic energy, the zonal 

available potential energy and the eddy available 

potential energy, respectively. We may notice the 

following features: 

   i) KE increases during the warming period, and 

     decreases afterwards except from Jan. 4 to 5. 

     AE has a similar tendency, although its change 

     is not so remarkable. The maximum of KE appears 

     two days after AE peak. 

  ii) KZ and AZ show a decreasing trend throughout 

     the period, although AZ recovers somewhat for 

     several days around the warming peak. Rela-

     tively rapid decline of these energies are seen 

     during the last few days of December. The mag-

                     -- 12 —



 nitude of HZ d_uHng the latter half period is about 

     a half of tht of the first period. 

      These feature:.; are quite similar to the results 

of 1;63 vr;rnin;; by i'e rr/ ('19bb) . Furthermore, the va-

lues of I'.h, 1ii~ r' ;i i l i^%, are of the same order of mag-

nitude as Ferry's values. 

       Fig. 5 illuatnates the energy conversions and 

transfers. Here, the notations of OK, CA, lli:Z and 

CtucE are the tray sfer. or conversion terms; KZ to Kb, 

AZ to AE, AZ to KZ and hb to HL, respectively. The 

BGb represents the net transfer of Kb across the upper 

(10 lb) and lover ('100 mb) boundaries through the pre- 

saure-wori': term. (nese values are of the same order 

of magnitude as those of the previous studies [e.g. 

                                                       Julian and .-i=,5hitzi,e (1965) ; , For the first half period 

a large value of CA is seen, and C. ib is noticeable for 

the latter half period. 

       Comparing thane features with 5-day mean results 

computed by Julian and Labitzke('i965), we can find out 

a gross similarity around the sudden. /arminG, in spite 

of differences of the year and the computed interval. 

     It is noticed that the gross feature of time-change 

of BGE corresponds with that of Kb in Fig. 4 quite :,ell, 

and this fact un_;eants that a change of KE may be larger- 

contributed by uGh. 
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 ancounh of LI;,C:-change of the zonal mean 

temperature '1' at tee h i.;gner latitudes of 10 mb [see 

Fig. inthe-author'sprevious paper , Iwashina ( 

1973)J, the period of sn ilys,is may be temporarily 

divided into two sta os, i.e. the warming stage of 

the firs;, half period (before Jan.2 or 3) and the 

Mature stage of 'thn t•,tterilr,if period' (after then) . 

In this paper "the warming , period", "the warming 

stage" and "the wer;;; i_nk; time" are used in a similar 

meaning, although there is a little difference of 

nuance among them. 

The mean energy-flow diagrams are represented 

in Fig. 6a for the period from Dec. 23 to 31, and 

Fig. 6b for the period from Jan. 1 to 8, respectively, 

GZ and GZ are evolust_,eo from the non-adiabatic heat-

ing rate and temper ture by using the proce-

dure as given in Appendi_>: B. The kinetic energy 

flux through the vertical and horizontal boundaries 

BKZ and DKE are calculated from the wind structure 

along the boundaries. BaZ BAB DZ and Di terms 

contain the ener.;p/ fluxes required for balance. 

     During the first period the energy transfers 

CA and CK predominate. CAnZ and CAKE are one order 

of magnitude less then CA and OK. Decreasing of AZ 

corresponds to the large value of Cn and the small 

value of C.AKZ. While, in spite of relatively large 

value of CA and email value, Iii increases by a 
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~'''e:SGT,.tionofg  1r~,~The (.i;Cmeanenergy  cycle in 

the type of four kinds of energies is KE 

- ..Z 7 i1LZ. 

For the second half period, absolute values of 

C1.(~ and G.. ;L besu;oe 1. Jf6u, and especially C.,, 1.2E is 

one order of i i,-; itude larger than CA and CL. 

                                      that 
BGE becomes s o."cnbat larger than

Aduring the first 

period. Th refose, Ph shows a decreasing tendency. 

J he- , mean energy flog is KE AE HZ <- KE. 

These directions of mean energy flow during the first 

and second half periods agree with the results of 

other studies (e.g. Julian and Labitzke (1965) ; 

The agreement in magnitudes is not so satisfactory, 

especially the Can and CAKE conversion terms for 

the first period, and IJGE for the second period. 

Ho.rever it mast be kept in mind that Julian and 

Labitzke(i 65) have t;dicen the 1963 warmingand 25— 

                                                     J 30 days as an averaging period. 

;on-adiabatic energy generation GE is negative 

tarou•hout the lnerios, and the magnitude during the 

latter-half period is one order of magnitude greater 

than that of the first period. :J'r_ile, GZ of the 

first half period is negligibly small. During the 

second half period, GZ and GE values are of the same 

order of magnituuc as compared with Perry (1 s6,67)'s 

result.
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 *  * * 

       The terms of BAZ , BAE , DZ and DE computed 

from balance requirement seem to be rather larger 

than the other directly computed terms, although the 

values are not shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. There re-

mains a question whether their large values are due 

to the truncation of the part with wavenumber larger 

than 5. 

        Such a similar problem as mentioned above may 

be found in the results of previous works, e.g. Perry 

(1966), Paulin(1968), etc.. To our deep regret, we 

havealso left exact estimation and discussion of the 

above terms as a problem for further studies.
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V-2.  EnecEgetics in L o waveaumber domain 

                 e .eshAE will be described       The eddy erg.:,,;>and,~,~. 

in the •wovehu ber doge in in this section. rigs. 7 

arid 8 illustrate the ch'iuge of spectral kinetic ener-

gy K(n) and spectral available potentialenergy t.(n) 

(n= '1, 2, 3), where n is the wavenumber. It is evi-

dent that K(2) has a remarkable peak and A(1) has a 

maximum about the temperature peak day. It is seen 

that the increase o[ KL2) during the sudden warming 
•to 

mostly contribute,that of KE, and that the change of 

AL1) is similar to that of iii' , as shown in Fig. 4-. 

KL2) evidently exceeds l',(2), but K(1) is less than 

A(1) before and around the temperature maximum day. 

Figs. 9, 10 and 11 illustrate the energy processes 

for the ultra-long waves of wavenumber one, two and 

three, respectively- They show that the non-linear 

energy transfer term (LK) and baroclinic energy con-

version (CKE) largely contribute to the energy-change 

of wavenumber oee, and that LK and EG mainly govern 

the energy-change of wavenumber two.For the wave-

number three, K(3) is mostly controlled by LK and Chd E. 

     The LK terms of wavenumbers one and three are po-

sitive throughout the period. That of wavenumber 

two is positive during the several days about the tem-

perature peak day, and negative for the remaining pe-

riods. Roughly speaking, the magnitude of L:,:(2) is 
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nearly  equal to that of hK(1) during a few days before 

and after the temperature maximum clay. During 

these periods 1.i;(3) is relatively smaller than LK(2) 

and Lh (i) . These results suggest a close interac-

tion between the w;xvenumbers one and two during the 

several days before sad after the temperature peak. 

In Perry(1967)'s case, the direction of non-linear 

energy transfer is from the wavenumbez one and two 

to the wavenumber three. 

At the temperature peak and thereafter, the ba-

roclinic process 01,1:1; prevails for the wavenumber one. 
                                                   1S 

Its sign is negative, i.e. the energy flow4from :(1) 

to A(1). 

     The pressure-interaction term BG(2) is positive, 

and its magnitude is larger than that of 3C11), , z,•<hich 

is negative throughout the period. Such a difference 

of magnitude between i3 (2) and BG(1) can be found in 

Perry's result, although BG1) has shown a negative 

sign during a few days only. The former has a 

maximum at the time of temperature peak, similar to 

Perry's result. EG(3) is positive around the tem-

perature peak day, any: negative during the remaining 

periods. The magnitude of BG(3) is generally smaller 

than that of BG(2) by one order of magnitude. Such 

changes of G(3) are different from Perry's case, where 

its term has large negative values with the same order 

of magnitude as BG2). 
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     The time-change of 

gies  K(1), K(2) and K(3) 

version and/or transfer

the respective kinetic ener-

 are controlled by a few con-

terms as mentioned above.
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V-3.  hr  erL;iee of the e ie ; i-stationary and travellinv 

ultra-loa;; ,ia_v- 

     The spectral kinetic and available potential 

cric .Lc i will ho r u khor ;cparntod irate the ld;~s1— 

stationary and travelling parts. 

'figs. 12 and 13 illus.6rate the featuresof KT(1), 

KS(1), K (2), KS(2), ;;T(1), AS(1), AT(2) and AS(2). 

Here, the results concerning the wavenumber three 

are not presented, because KT(3), KS(3), AT(3) and 

A3(3) are relatively smaller than the energies of 

wavenumbers one and two, and no appreciable change 

for the sudden w rm_i_n ; :k seen. In these figures, 

the following owing facts are noticed: 

   i) Each component of kinetic energies exceeds the 

corresponding component of the available poten-

     tial energies, except KS(1). 

  ii) KS(2) and KT(2) prominently increase associated 

     with the sudden :warming, and decrease after Dec. 

     30 or 31. KS(2) is one and a half times of or 

     twice KT(2) except the initial few days of the 

     period. On the other hand, KT(1) is greater 

     than KS(1) at the warming time. 

 iii) Both AT(1) and AS(1) reach a maximum at the end 

     of December, when AZ is minimum. The change of 

AT(1) is more remarkable . rather than that of AS(1). 

     AT(2) has no a, preciabl 2 change, and AS(2) has a 
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 _.,a:;  Lmum  , precedinguingmaximum ~~~~,.yrnu.:, of A2(1) by a few 

days. 

         iv) The magnitude of the energy of the quasi-sta-

    tionary part i:, larger than the corresponding 

unul,gy of Lhu truvui_liiij ono for tho :iamo wave- 

    nu:,ber, except 1:h(1). 

     Of the energies centioned above, four energies 

KT(2), Kh_i(2), i112(1) and :„d(1) which have remarkable 

changes are taken, and the vertical distributions 

are given in fig:;. 14 and 13. iiTL2) and K6(2) 

reach a maximum at all levels without a time lag 

greater than a day or so. At 10 mb, KT(2) becomes 

larger rather than lcd), while the vertically in-

tegrated  ri 2) is smaller than the corresponding 

Kd (2) as mentioned a c ve . Fig. 15 sho":Ts the ho-

rizontally  averaged n (1) and n,d(1). ...lout, :Dec. 

30 the ,anima' of the former appears above 30 mb 

level, and that of the latter at 10 mb. Az 10 mb 

AT(1) changes more re,Thrkabiy rather than .,S(1). 

The relatively large values of the above four ener-

gies are restricted in the uppermost levels, except 

KS(2).
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V-4. Energetics of the quasi-stationary and travelling 

      ultra-long waves 

     In this section it will be examined how the 

quasi-stationary and travelling parts of the waves 

contribute to  thr energy processes during the stra-

tospheric sudden warming. 

     The main resqlts for the kinetic energies of 

the travelling and quasi-stationary parts of wave-

numbers one and two are illustrated in Figs. 16 and 

17. Here, the terms CKT, CKS, CAKT, CAKS, BKT, BKS, 

BGT, LKT, LKS and CKTS are taken. The quantities 

less than 1.0x10-3 J/m2/mb/sec throughout the period 

are not shown except the respective time-change of 

energy, for avoiding the complication of curves. 

The dissipation term also has not been given in the 

figures. It seems that such an unbalance of energy 

budget as seen in the case of KT(2) of Fig. 17 suggests 

need of taking account of the dissipation term. 

     The following facts are noticed: 

  i) The non-linear energy transfer between different 

wJvenumbers LKT and LKS, and the exchange term; ;.. 

    CKTS between the quasi-stationary part and the 

    travelling one largely contribute to the energy-

    change throughout the period, especially at the 

    sudden warming time. 

 ii) Roughly speaking the direction.._•of energy-transfer 
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                ric    byl.1g  concer;tinr; the wavenummber two is from the 

travelling; ',art to Lhe (;uasi-stationary one during 

the first half period, and from the latter to the 

   former during the latter half period. For the tra- 

   vcllinb pelt; of tiie w vcnumher one, the direction of 

energy-flow tthreu„h CTS for the first half period 

   is from the travell_i_r,C part of wavenumber one to the 

quasi-stationary waves with various wavenumbers. 

   For the latter half period the direction is from 

   the latter to the former one. 

        The CI TS terms for both parts of the same wave-

   number do not always cancel each other. It implies 

   that the energy exchange through the CKTS term is 

   performed between the travelling part and the quasi-

   stationary one of the same wavenumber as well as be-

   tween those of the different vavenumbers. 

iii) An opposite tine-chars ;c is found between LKS(1) 

    and LKS(2), as well as between LKT(1) and LfTC2). 

    That is, LKS(1) has a minus sign from Dec. 31 to 

. Jan. 2, and LKS(2) has the opposite sign during 

    the corresponding period except last two days. 

LKT(1) and LKT(2) have a similar relationship, 

    although they vary with a short period after the 

    sudden warming. 

 iv) The other important terms to be noticed are 

CIS and BGS(2). The former term has a larger 
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     magnitude in the latter period rather than the 

     first half period. The major part of the up-

     ward flux of geopotential is due to the BGS(2) 

     term. It contributes to a large amount of the 

      energy increase of wavenumber.two. 

     The time sequences of conversion and transfer 

terms for AT(1), AS(1), AT(2) and AS(2) are illust-

rated in Figs. 18 and 19, respectively. Here, the 

terms CAT,  CAS, LAT, LAS, CAKS and CATS are taken, 

but the termswith such a value less than 1.0x10-3 

J/m2/mb/sec throughout the period are not illustrated. 

From these figures, the follwoing facts are found: 

   i) For the time-change of AT(1), it is noticed 

     that CAT(1) has a relatively large value which 

     contributes to the maximum ofaAT(1) during 
     the warming time. 

  ii) CAKS(1) keeps a large negative value after 

     the temperature peak. The other terms are 

     relatively small in spite of negative value 

    of AS(1). 

 iii) Concerning the time-change of AT(2), there 

     are no prominent terms. 

  iv) For the time-change of AS(2), CAS(2) shows 

     a maximum corresponding to that of AS(2). 
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 Dividing ton period into two parts, we may 

depict the above results in the mean energy-flow 

diagrams of Figs. ISo and 20b. Fig. 20a illust-

rates the first part from Dec. 23 to 31, 1967, and 

Fit';. c_01) f-i"Dill dtU1. 1 to 6, 1966. The prominent 

terms indicated by thick lines are the geopotential 

upward flux term i c.;S(2), the non-linear energy transfer 

terms among the wares iKT(1 ), LKS(1), LKT(2) and LK3(2), 

and the energy cxcbadto terms between the quasi-sta-

tionary part and the travelling one CKTS(1,m), CKTS(m,1), 

Ci. l' '(2,m) and CKT S(m,; _2). Rough pictures of the energy-

flow will be depicted as follows: 

     During the first half period, the kinetic energy 

KS(2), which is supplied' from the troposphere through 

DG6(2), is transfered to KS(1) by LK3(2) and/or LKS(1)_ 

Thereafter, the kinetic energy K6(1) is carried to the 

travelling ;laves (except to that of wavenumber one) 

through CK S(m,1). :'chile the CKTS terms for KT(1) and 

KT(2) have minus mid plus signs, respectively. The 

increase of KT(2) m_oy depend on the energy transfer 

from the quasi-stationary waves by CKTS(2,m) .For the 

same period the energy transfer from hZ to kT(1) prevails. 

     For the latter half period, BGS(2) also mainly gives 

the kinetic energy;,;' to 15(2). Furthermore, the energy 

KS(2) is transferee to the travelling waves through 

C,i:'A',3 (:n , 2) , and F;; n _ I : ir,,r,  to KS(1) by the non-linear 

interaction terms l,K3(2) and LKS(1). KS(1) is convered 
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 into Lhe enc:ries A(1; and are ex-

c2a,r1ed tilpouh ficit J-,3(2) 

is tran:3fo_ped to A. The decreasinLs of 22(2) as 

sbown in Fir,. 12 correspond to that 3f the 012 

term (and incre of ab:=;oiute value). 
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VI.  J31unHjo  

tia was ,gent icneu_ by erry(1 ` 67) , it is risky 

to draw conclusions about detailed behaviour of the 

n, Lr_u-iorlg viavcs from an only case. The present 

results have not enough accuracy to discuss their 

absolute values of manitude, and partly contain 

unbalance of ever; ;y budget. However, we can find 

out several chaTe cteristic features similar to the 

previous studies by the other authors. Therefore 

the present work should contribute to an understand-

ing not only the enerL7- processes of the /1967/68 st-

ratospheric =rarnin{; in question here, but also those 

of the other yea—i's. 

L'he eddy er eryies d and _.h increase auri_ the 

warming  period _ ld reach a maximum, while the zonal 

kinetic and available potential ener5ies relatively 

suddenly dec nIec . These tendencies of h;- l and 

,CZ reversed accorpani i with the reversal of zonal 

mean temperature , :rad_ient . The decrease of KZ and 

h is not enough for the increase of KS (or the be-

rotropic and baroclinic instability), Such a defi-

ciency is compensated by the energy from the troposphere 

through the 3G erm. it is consistent with the pre-

vious studies [e.. heed et al . (1196 ) .J . 

     Such a presaw 'e-interaction term iG is mostly 

contributed by the wavenumber two, as was indicated 
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by  dilier and Johnson(1970). From the precent study 

we nave obtained each cm Lmortaht conclusion that the 

eneru;y inflow from the troposphere mostly depends on 

the 11,hi-st,Ationaly part of wavenumber two. The non-

        ener,y" e::chdhe terms between the different wave-

ni)mbers LK(1) anJ h() are important for the time-change 

of 1(1) and K(2), Fepectively. The corresponding terms 

LT(1), LYj(1), 1,7(2) and I:f::3(2) are also important for 

the time-chanfT of 1,:T(1), KL;(1), KT(2) and respec-

tively. This imporLant role of the non-linear interac-

tion between the different wavenumbers for the sudden 

warming is inferred also in a few theoretical studies [ 

Rutherford(1969) and L'iatsuno(1971)].
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VII  . Summary and concluding remarks

     Energy processes of the quasi-stationary and 

travelling ultra-long waves during the 1967/68 st-

ratospheric sudden warming were analyzed, using the 

time-filter method  [Iwashima and Yamamoto(1971,73) 

and Iwashima(1973)j. Various energy transfer and 

conversion terms are derived for the quasi-stationary 

and travelling parts of the waves. The vertical 

velocity was estimated mainly by the use of the 

"vorticity equation method" . Estimating the dia-

batic heating rate, we obtain the term of generation 

of available potential energy. 

     From the results of the vertical motion, the 

zonal-mean meridional circulation was computed. 

The mean circulation was a two-cell pattern through-

out the period. During about ten days before the 

sudden warming, the northern cell was a indirect one. 

After the mature stage of the sudden warming, its 

cell became a direct one and strengthened. 

     During the sudden warming a few characteristic 

features of the zonal energy and eddy energy, and 

the energies of the ultra-long waves of wavenumbers 

one and two were described. The follwoing conclusions 

were drawn: 

    i) The eddy kinetic energy, to which the energy of 

      wavenumber two mostly contributed, increased at 
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mer 

tics 

the 

wave

    the  •aaring Furthermore, as was concluded 

    by 'err y ( 193,E , 67) , the growth of the wavenumber two 

    at the last sage of the warming was due to conver-

    gence of ry onotcntial flux. However, the effect 

    of the "baroclinic processes" was not so prominent 

     as those of ;ma(7! -F,; L1 66) . 

 ii) Also, non-line_ r interaction of wavenumbers one 

and two was dur<<inant throughout the period. 

 These general and qualitative agreement with the for-

studies may permit our further discussion of the energe-

 From the results concerned with the energy processes of 

travelling and c;uasi-stationary parts of the ultra-long 

s, she following facts are concluded: 

iii) it is concluded t nat the sudden warming is mainly due 

    to time-change of the kientic energies of the quasi-

    stationary and t.l'avelling ultra-long waves with wave-

    number two, the zonal available potential energy and 

    the available potential energy of quasi-stationary 

    part of wavenumber one. 

 iv) Concerning the convergence of eddy-geopotential up-

    ward-flux term, the quasi-stationary part of the wave 

    plays an important role for the wavenumber two. 

  v) The non-linear interaction terms between wave-
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vi)

vii)

numbers one ,'m'1  two are important for both 

p:!rts of the uit„- :-long;wave, respectively. 

 For both v „avconobers one and two, the inter-

action ;c?r:,IS between the quasi-stationary part 

and the traveilin; one is imy,ortant throughout 

the period, a: was expected from the former 

study by the present author (1973), especially 

at the rapid w rmang time. 

 The energy transfer through the CKT.3 term 

from (or to) the various travelling waves 

contributed to the increase (or decrease) of 

the kinetic energy of the quasi-stationary 

part of wavenusber two before (or after) the 

temperature peak day.

     In the present work it was disclosed that the 

energy transfer from the troposphere mainly by the 

quasi-stationary ultra.-ion;; gave of wave cumber two 

was important for the stratospheric sudden ,r;;.rming. 

For the theoretical stuuj or construction of numeri-

cal model based upon toe above results for the quasi-

stationary and travelling ultra-long waves, it is need 

to confirm the above conclusion by a further similar 

investig,;tion. In order to understand a close rela-

tion between the sudden warming and the tropospheric 

blocking phenomenon ougf;ested by 1;:iyakodu(11933), 
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Julian and  Labitzke('1965), etc., the present 

intends to study of the quasi-stationary and 

lling ultra-long waves in the troposphere.

author 

trave-
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Symbol

   a 

 f 

 f7
^

  g 

h 

i 

m , 

p 

131 ,

f~

n

p2

ap 

t 

U , V

\V 

z , Z 

 T 

y

    Appendices 

A. List of symbols  

Meaning 

       Radius of the earth 

        Coriolis parameter 

       Eastward and northward component 

       of the frictional force ,respec-

       tively 

       Acceleration of gravity 

       Non-adiabatic heatingrate 

        Imaginary number (=4V.-) 

       Longitudinal wavenumber 

Pressure 

        Upper and lower boundary pressures ' 

       ( p1 = 10 mb, p2 = 100 mb ) 

= p2 - p1 

       Time 

        Eastward and northward component 

       of horizontal velocity \V 

       Horizontal velocity vector 

       Geopotential height of an isobaric 

       surface and its Fourier transform 

       Longitude 

       Latitude 

       = a /a a`P ; derivative with respect 

       to 3 of the Coriolis parameter 
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 9'-

c

Wad

V

e, 

 AE 

 AZ 

 A(n)

`P 2

ad 
(TO

AT(n) 

AS(n)

KE

~3outhern and northern boundary 

latitudes ( 9,I = 30°N, y9285°N ) 

= sin T2 - sin T1 

Vertical component of relative 

vor. ticity 

= R/C ; ratio of the gas constant 

of dry air to specific heat of dry 

air at constant pressure 

= dp/dt ; vertical p-velocity 

"Adiabatic omega"; computed under 

adiabatic assumption 

Fourier-transform function of Wand 

Wad 

Differential operator on constant 

pressure surface 

Potential temperature and its Fourier-

transform function 

Eddy available potential energy 

Zonal available potential energy 

Eddy available potential energy contri-

buted by the eddy with wavenumber n 

Available potential energy contributed 

by the travelling eddy with wavenumber n 

Available potential energy contributed 

by the quasi-stationary eddy with wave-

number n ' 

Eddy kinetic energy 
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KZ 

 (n) 

KT (n) 

KS(n) 

BAZ 

A(n) 

BAS(n) 

BAS(n) 

EGZ

BGE 

BG(n) 

BGT(n) 

BGS(n) 

BK Z 

BKE 

BK(n)

Zonal kThutic energy 

j:: tic energy cont2ibuted by the 

eddy of wavenumber n 

Kinetic e ,.r_gy contributed by the 

v I'. VC i i  1 a eddy of wavenumber n 

Kinetic energy contributed by the 

uuusi-stationary eddy of wavenumber n 

Boundary flux affecting the contri-

but i_on of the zonal ring to AZ 

Same as BAZ except to A(n) 

Same as BAZ except to AT(n) 

Same as BAZ except to 2 3(n) 
Zon41 mFah 

~ouneary flux of
A geopotential or 

work done by pressure forces at the 

boundaries 

4 
Same as BGZ except for the eddy [= :EBG(n) ] 

n=z 

ine as BGZ except for the eddy of wave-

number n 

;Name as 5G(n) except for the travelling 

eddy of wavenumber n 

Same as BGT(n) except for the quasi-

stationary eddy 

Flux of the zonal kinetic energy through 

the vertical and horizontal boundaries 
                                      4 

Same as BKZ except for the eddy [=1E3K(n) ] 
                                                                          n=1 

Same as 5n except for the eddy of :rave- 

uL1~1bor r. 
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BKT(n)

 BKS(n)

CA 

CA(n) 

CAT(n) 

CAS(n) 

CAKZ 

CAKE 

CAK(n) 

CAKT (n) 

CAKS(n) 

CATS(n,m) 

CK 

CK(n) 

CKT(n) 

CKS (n ) 

CKTS(n,m) 

DZ

DE 

DT(n) 

DS(n) 

GZ 

GE 

GT(n)

Same as BK(n) except for the trave-

lling eddy 

Same as BKT(n) except for the quasi-

stationary eddy 

Transfer term from AZ to AE [ •u,~ CA(n) ] 
n~1 

Transfer term from AZ tb A(n) 

Transfer term from AZ to AT(n) 

Transfer term from AZ to AS(n) 

Conversion term from AZ to KZ 

Conversion term from AE to KE [_ CAK(n)] 

Conversion term from A(n) to K(n) 

Conversion term from AT(n) to KT(n) 

Conversion term from AS(n) to KS(n) 

Transfer term from AS(m) to AT(n) 

Transfer term from AZ to KE [_ CK(n)] 

Transfer term from KZ to K(n) 

Transfer term from KZ to KT(n) 

Transfer term from KZ to KS(n) 

Transfer term from KS(m) to KT(n) 

Viscous dissipation term of the zonal 

kinetic energy KZ 

Viscous dissipation term of KE 

Viscous dissipation term of KT(n) 

Viscous dis:Apation term of KS(n) 

Generation term of AZ 

Generation term of AE 

Generation term of AT(n)
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GS(n) 

LA(n)

 LAT(n) 

LAS(n) 

LK(n) 

LKT (n) 

LKS(n) 

subscript S 

S 

subscript T 

T 

Cp 

R

Four__

Generation term of AS(n) 

Non-linear transfer term of eddy 

available potential energy of wave-

number n 

Same as LA(n) except for AT(n) 

Same as LAT(n) except for AS(n) 

Non-linear transfer term of eddy 

kinetic energy of wavenumber n 

Same as LK(n) except for KT(n) 

Same as LK(n) except for KS(n) 

Quantity concerningwith the quasi- 

stationary eddy 

Static stability 

quantity concerning with the trave-

lling eddy 

Temperature 

Specific heat of dry air at constant 

pressure 

Gas constant of dry air 

    Transform Pair

Variable  u V  z  w (wwa) f-A I fo I e

Spectral

function
U V z (-(?) Ex I F`P Q
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 endix L. ~;,1of~;  ~ ,~~~,;~i,~,scri-i.ion ofthe ene_f~„r  e  Tiatlons 

and ti,;i:infer or conversion terms 

The Govcrniiic ei;uetions in ; :venuober domain are 

caoi r ci '..Lyvc l4 1 i.':i' , 1 2;ii:f-n(19J/) IrCiL C foi Q: i 

three equations: 

the equation of lotion: 

   W(Y1) -rV (Y~) • 7 1Y(n- ni) t -52 ( , 
it--t>6 

yo 

  =—\720,0ffIKxV(n)1W~(1(rn)110( IV(n-y9 3-1 

 the equation of contiuity: 

  coshi n U(n)frV(71)c-scp)j^—~(n)3-2 

 the theroi,d, ..es .,ic coo eeuet ion : 

where toe notes i_o; ; of ail tde A ove n ho e t~ v 

in the .i)Pendix A. 

     The total l.eerie enerfj can be separated into 

the wavenumber doni;iin a:: follows: 

  K = KdK (n)3-4 

1 where KZ =1V(0^1- and ri(n) = j vv(n) I 2 3-5. 
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      Any quantity X(n) in  wavenumber domain may be 

 separated into the travelling and quasi-stationary 

 parts by the time-filter method: 

    X(n) = X
s(n) + X,r(n)B-6 

where the subscripts S and T express the stationary 

 and travelling parts, respectively. If we use the 

1e., bracket < > for an operator of separating the 

 wave into the travelling and quasi-stationary parts, 

<X(n)? = Xs (n)B-7. 

 Here, the separation is performed mainly by applying 

 the time-filter (i.e. weighted running mean). There-

 after, the bracket denotes the weighted running mean. 

      The kinetic energy of the quasi-stationary part 

 KS(n) and that of the travelling one KT(n) are defined 

 by the following form: 

   KS(n) = j\Vs(n)I2 and KT(n) = I\VT(n)I2 B-8. 

      From the equations B-1 and B-2, the governing 

 kinetic energy equations for the quasi-stationary and 

 travelling waves can be derived as follows: 

   the equation of motion for the quasi-stationary part:
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     r,t Ms)aPV,s (n rn) 

 —  <  <Y,-(m)•V  ol-n1)+SZr(rt)4 Dr,-(11--)11)>3 
B-9 

— -- Z5 0.0 + ;f fir x D's (vi) t aM  

    4 < UT 04')V-7"(-n-1)>3 + 

 the equation of motion for the travelling part: 

coo 

  vT(n) + v(m)• 7v,(n-rn) t- ovt)•v icrt-r,9 

< VT (Wt)• V V- (1,1- m) -t- SI 0'04 K-(11.-)14) -+ S27044)45 vs 
<.52.-r(r1) vN) ›.1 = — g 72T-(34,) --I- f I1< x vii{) 

B-10 

4 --------Ik x~ U(m)Tir(n m)-! UT(m)W(n) 
      ay,,t_ -04 

    < UT (144) vr(')1-n4)> FT (n) 

 the equation of continuity for the quasi-stationary part: 

   GAS--------- {inU~(T) +a£Vsch) cep_-'Ls B-11 aP 

 the equation of continuity for the travelling part: 

  a Los 
---------- { 1nUT()+V0"n)Go4~)—–p~•TB-12       ~P 

      From B-9 and B-11, taking into consideration 
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 KK.SC~~~—rt Ic'i)J~~tVs. C1(')•Vs(-n> 

           ~;() l)  -t- Ups C-v0 K vsC-n) 

L IL: utitz Lioli (il) i_; oLi,a -incd: 

M 1 ;~   't( S0,0 = —
d ~~z (---)q) (US (-n- rri) U (K 

0 d C1P           W5(-3i)V(-)1-'tii) V()7 ÷KCh)-~s (x-Y9 

                        ITT '~ ~-  rB-14 -~- ~50n--)I1) p V-(-)1) 1 vs C-y~~ 
~, m~ as ~rCm> 

T 1~1/  )y1) I \ n- vvt)~~ V T C--y14) — +6"4- TIT  (-K--)-4).Y'I'1 

• VT ( ) \v, ( v. (h) x ^ — ly (-) 

-}- _Ps 0/0 P V(0) — àl-"`Y-' Us(K T• (o) IY ? 
where the bracketPi means the following e:tpression 

ifF(1,,)}  hP (n) + “-n)>B-15 

In the :3arie i.. ll„t r, fro 1.3--,0 and B-12, the equation for 

.l(n) is proviJeG: 

~-t K 1• ) - l ( — G -N) U (y,-; ;,) ',4 „,) 

       WT(--Y)LIT(~'t-))V/(~)--f- ---------„,90Y 
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 V(-  )  \  (v-)  c.o.0  9p  t  1  (-)q)  V  0n-  0  Dr  (  )c50`Pl° 

f(-)q)s2(n-w9 `VT( )t vs(rnJq 

(~m) ~-- i n U C'1 ~~ ~ h) t 41fEvt)V()            
  +(-n-m~PVr(-n)— `pTTC-n-rn>-rFnp(I} B-16 

-f- ,f T( n) VT('n) X IY E------ as fur E-ozTH 

  + a Ip 4, [-V-(-)4)ZTCnkceo  p ZTcn)__QT(-),)1 

-- ~T -~)~p ZTC~)) _.1VTc)1) f /T lea V C)) 

    01) -a- V(°)—  ur(n)V(°)n1 

a The equation for KZ is 

a-tKZ <—zVc°>Va)Vco)~So~P 
 ± p ̀ { UC 0-C2 C U) V (0) ± Ca cw cp a 

+-o 

-- -------acp~V(`)) V(-)V('n)ca-y°~P~441760-- sH'9(m)1' 
c~ 

      ('"'')  V(-m)-a V() (7,1)-42sC rn) V(d) 
    a c071 

                                                       B-17 
     ̀ P r Us 014-)  )X a-17, (V(0) ii-m* 

 (- a c~y) [V(o)E)p-t' p i VcoS2.T ( 0 fm)j-
  T(~)1TTF-m) v(0) ------W(o)• 

UT (K).477--(--)44) x I K~--Ca4 fVo) Z(°)c_v79
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   C C;) ZO-).) (-‘) aej • II- ic))› 

 T ,3 0overl.i catic;iacancer,iiad the available 

potential e.ners ,7 a_orived from tile eq. B-3. 

rind the total av;ii i_w)_Le potential ener{;y A is 

       = r.Z + ~ , ~~~n) + ad(n)3-B-18 

Where 

           2'1.Z =~0~~ 

AT(n) _ d < Or(n) >B -19 

n3(n) = < 

12:10  .r 1: sp1: clilve Vovl_; r.LZiiv e,-ation for the avai-

 lable potci.ti;&l C;;olT;les hl'(n), t. (n) and AZ can be 

obtained ao iolloc~: 

    for i.l (n) , 

0 

  .t-  1        cru yU(n '"'1)" T (- n) 07 C~1)~~+ P 
  r,T (-n) 07-(} ,~-~Ur(n)OTC' )i) vrn)~ 

-f- W j (11- rid i (-y3  VS (14t) 7 T -_ CI (m)11)()A 
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  a(_y1)-1 wi~$('^~-m)~,-r~1vo+,:50Awo a eToii-)-I-`s@t-woaer(m)  'r'
c,eo cp a d50~p 

•
— oT( ) -, i n. Ur(1-,.,9 ~" T( n) }  177:(

,-n-9aa,Fn)+SZ7(h-r~~rEnB-20 ac.eodap 

  Bs( yx,)  h Ur ()A-yn) yr ( n) ~- Vr(`h,- »'t)&r cn).JL? 61_1,,04©r{0 
    actrdlY               `P 

Q; (-n) f  a(1&) (:5 + _121{n)4 0j-+ -(4,_)°)K  H(n) ®,-(-)t) ft 
                           for AS(n), 

fCAS(n)if— a c1~,----------1{ ® (- n) 0,7 (n-)1t) as C- )i- 
*0 

                 •) 
+ 3 c_t„ Os (-40175:(71-)n)Us(1v)C co-I-a 

 ̀  a ) f-iYtuscn--)41)------------------- $(-)"‘v-K).4 003E-19-F-s('ki -m)©sFhiiB-1 
                                                      2 + ()t)  ""1- UT- C/1-1"9 OTCl)+1an-rn)env+.~-rFYrmte6,-6,)} 
                                 P —  s( n) F  soo  a () -~ S~S(n)~a Q + -c(p°)sE)H( 

                                                                      n for AZ , 

a AZ= <^ -----~FU'V(°).6.-Pf 157-cz(°)~~ 

     dsV(0)a0-+-Q~0)a0—r1~,~     6,Tcozy                                 dc  

  etJ(-miecw-)c-~a3917(-)t4)0C)ccB-22 
-I- 4o h ( K) o (-gym - os (am) us rn'oa + -12,9 (m)a oj 

 r (  Vd(19 a-'D* +S1TF'""~al)-6/+(P)N (o)0*
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      The above energy equations will be further in-

 tegrated for a region bounded by two isobaric surfaces 

 10 mb and 100 mb, and two constant latitudes 30°N and 

 85°N. After  Muerich(1965a,b), Perry(1966,67), etc., 

 the various energy conversion or transfer terms in 

 the righ-thand side of the energy equations may be 

 written in the symbolical form presented in the section 

 II [eqs. (1), (3), (4), (5), (7) and (8)]. Their energy 

 exchange terms are given as follows: 

 _2°oP=  BK2~6p< [U(o)(o)                        1-~~U(o)~.-r(m)0^-C m)jA 
                                                          B-23 

    — -Li [------ u(0)>ol 
t o 

        vo f _P~ 
Q Knt—~~GlU-Cn)~('n--Yv) Ur(r1)+I~rCni-2-H 7>til -                     Pr1_= _a.,B24 

-to 

P= oa 

-1- 1 c~ ~ ~ K) lT(n-rn) (m) (-h)1T(n-4(m011~' 
a a'Kt= -00 

K(n) = --=-L-Eu(-n)As^)A(M)+vs.-(-n)S25-)(n(,..on 
  P B-25 

            {)c-PCrti)U(wt)+C h)U ()^-)1~)1~~ 
 d~' 

fo 

136r2 _ — <1—E2col_LCo$]Pt~~fC~±v(o)2(o))8c4F>B-26 
                         pa 

r34-1-01.)_—lfZtQ t~sPJPCBxVC-Y~)Z-( t2 F~dPB-27 
    Ppiad` 

1C,s( t) -~-~l--`2 (Y`)-2s(-)-)JP: +PJ pca5P(1-`)2s(n)1dPB-28    r`PP, 
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 CKTC-rt) UT (-TO C  ()A) U(°)± -2T(11)v-(o)( 

UT ()'') A7( (9] + 1771(- n)C-V772t(1\)40. ----- W o) 

9- ST (11-)pV(6)--f- - :3‘et4t(i°U(o) UT(n)] 
c se) = i U7 (n) [ - (n)~s(U~o) 

—' ----- US (A) V(o)] °t 3 (n) l_------Va (n)d 3.17(0) 

S2s (1-)4 V(o) -----Uo)USCY) J J 

D 2 = <G' 5;,1, U(o) I=,, ( U) f V( o) }~~(o)--> 

P MA)_t~~1 5rilc  (n) FTdry`)+ 

Ps ot) = j?y Uscn)17/0)tvs(r)cl)}- 

                       , cA KZ =<1-f j' r~  aCo1  -(2(o f 67/ > 
PZ CA T (n)= 4,T; [ [6 J S2T(-n) GT (-r')J7 

c, ,g().0 4_5; its- 4 Fe J Esc h) oscn)i 
&A Z < co)1 S1F1Zm) 0E )lp, 

n1 

p$a 

    ~- 1 [ ce5' S° t 4 0 93Ipz 
pi1'o 

                                00 

p~~-(~_—~{95Csf,ervoRTc -m) e(,,t) 
     $0 ° 

      °tom[~ S -)-t)eT( n) d(1-`)' ' --T 
a a0 
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B- 29

B-30

B— 31

B-32

B-33 

B-34

B-35

B- 36

B- 37
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  S  ()c~~(- h).S~,s(n-m)©s(rn)J 
Nt=cooPi 

     PL. *08--39         +
6pJ P`~yS es(--") -rn)Os(m)J~P~± 

              p, a~sq 

~AT(rt) = — ~ap 5T1sLeT(-n)5,)75,_57r~T~~'`)63InB-'40 

                     CA-5()H~Q~,fir'S(/(fV~=L-)+~s014,Sid;?f33-1411p 

  - <opS(pJK®*/(0009B-42 

(n) =5 --- ()T()  HT() p ~ 

G n) = ~~ ` 11SKB-44  P~~  scoJ CPJ~se n~~Sc-~~ 

L K aham)_{6~~,~(Ur Cam) _ ; (--).) the n) + V(            N J~~a .99 
                          ~o 

       12.. (m-rni)u (-n) —*a"-------`P1/01.-Piyw.n)3. 4~T()f   a{'B -45 

i )1- Un )1,i-( ),) VC't-) t) 1/7-_(-n) ÷,42(71-r9:4WEn) 
a. cm 

      -~- ~ `~ (Tl ~c Pt) UrC '2) 3 ---- if 

L K01)=rP---C {—anusrn-"t) Usc—n) +-,0e-w)4wLyt) 

o -I- X2.5 04--v"-)d p C- n) -- is `P !Ts C-yt-^n) (- n) }                                                               3-46 

           1n1-JS(yt-rn)1/S(-~~'~\S('t-vn)aVfn)           v--
,5-(-A4)         c6,50b .90 

Y.1)4,
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 LAM) _  1 A P2 S 3 C )rE1/0 Us(n-v1)  ; m a (.rn) + V(n-4,aa 
YP.v(#Jacop.D 

          .CL.56t-Tm.)-L©r(-r..)—©rt-m){- 11°-"'"96-m)0T( n)'- 
                               Y' 

    .} ----------         Vi(~~ rCn)+ -ACT OA-rn)aae7Oh))JdP~1 
          aor

LA () _~~~)_;n lJs(n m) e snD pJ 
-4 

Vs (-A--)11)-- USE- n) + s .yi-r^) Cis n)i j°A-14 

CT() = ~5Us (m)-n ~Trc-n.-m)Ur(-To .           Pp,ctz 97 

       + Vr(n-a9 aiTrC--~)+~rCn-m)aTTrC-n)-—'"``rF                a9c.

7ta-p-a           1T/r,)~-1~1UT(11--"1)tiT7C-K)t-•VT'mot,)~~Vr ( n) 

a 

    Vs\ 
c.,50`/~ 

CATS ('n.t m)_pPZS[ 1-1s()-n"LIT Qn'In) a-{n)      4~, 

         Vr )41') (DT-(- Y9 .{-2 -)t- 7,-) 2-6 -7-(-)t)j 9-A--) -0, g 

 Here, the energy exchange terms between the quasi-st 

 wave and the travelling wave CKTS(n,m) and CATS(n,m) 

 the energy-flow from a quasi-stationary part of wave 

 to the travelling part of wavenumber n, when the ter 

 positive. 

      For the computation of the above terms, a few s 

 pirical approximations are adopted here as follows: 
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 l  (1n

B-47

B-48

_ - fr-rn)W( n)7 

V( n) ± 427-6t-^x,1Tren) 

              B-49

B- 50

quasi-stationary 

ATS(n,m) express 

 of wavenumber m 

 the terms are

semi-em-



  i) Zonal  and e i di_ orw 1 c oa,)onent of the wind 

    U(n) :,nd V(n) are computed from the gecacten- 

    tiai height Z(n) under the nuasi-geostrophic 

assumption. 

 ii) i1 atiC s i.1ii.Ll.Li j faci or is a functiion of 

    time and height, and calculated every day. 

However, the effect of ~t S is neglected in 
    this work, because the magnitude of time-change 

    is considerably small. 

iii) Althouh the o er-ator< > defined in B-7 should 

    be of the same as that used for separating the 

    waves into the quasi-stationary and travelling 

    parts, 3-day running mean is used for estimation 

    of the energy-exchange terms because of small 

    number of data.
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Fig.  1

Fig. 2a

Fig. 2b

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6a

Fig. 

Fig.

6b 

7

Legends

Computational procedure for kinetic and 

available potential  energies and their 

conversion or transfer terms. 

Mean meridional circulation for the period 

from Dec. 23 to 31, 1967. Vertical exa-

ggeration is 100 : 1. 

Same as Fig. 2a except from Jan. 1 to 8, 

1968.  

Deviation of the zonal-mean potential tem- 

perature (0 ) from the zonal-meridional 

mean one ((e]) at 10 mb and 100 mb, 

Time-change of the zonal kineticn (KZ), 

eddy kinetic (KE), zonal available poten-

tial (AZ) and eddy available potential (AE) 

energies. Unit is 103J/m2/sec. 

Time-change of the energy conversion and 

transfer terms in units of 10-2J/m2/mb/sec. 

Energy flow diagram during the period from 

Dec. 23 to 31. Unit is 10-3J/m2/mb/sec. 

Arrows indicate the direction of energy 

transfer or conversion. 

Same as Fig. 6a except from Jan. 1 to 8. 

Time-change of spectral kinetic energies 

for wavenumbers one Ito three. Unit is 

10 3J/m2/mb. 
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Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fig.

10 

11 

12

Fig. 13

 Fig. 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

Fig. 

Fig.

17 

18

 Time-change of spectral available potential 

 energies for wavenumbers one to three. 

Unit is 103J/m2/mb. 

 Energy process for wavenumber one. Circles 

 indicate the rate of time-change of energy. 

 Unit is 10-2J/m2mb/sec. 

 Same as Fig. 9 except for wavenumber two. 

 Same as Fig. 9 except for wavenumber three. 

 Time-change of the kinetic energies of the 

 travelling and quasi-stationary ultra-long 

 waves for wavenumber one and two and of the 

 zonal kinetic energy. Unit is 10+3J/m2/mb. 

 Same as Fig. 12 except the available poten-

 tial energy. 

 Vertical distribution of the kinetic ener-

 gies for the travelling and quasi-stationary 

 parts of wavenumber two. Unit is 10+2J/m2/mb 

 Same as Fig. 14 except the available poten-

 tial energy of wavenumber one. 

Energy processes for kinetic energies of the 

 travelling and quasi-stationary ultra-long 

wavesof wavenumber one. Unit is 10-3J/m2/ 

 mb/sec. 

 Same as Fig. 16 except for wavenumber two. 

 Energy processes for the available potential 

 energies of the travelling and quasi-statio-

 nary ultra-long waves of wavenumber one. 
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Fig. 

Fig.

 Fig.

19 

20a

20b

Same as Fig. 18 except for wavenumber two. 

Energy flow diagram for the zonal flow, 

travelling and quasi-stationary ultra-

long waves during the period from Dec. 23 

to 31, 1967. The thickest lines indicate 

the energy-flow with magnitude greater than 

5.0x103J/m2/mb/sec, the second thick lines 

for the energy-flow from 2.0x10-3to 5.0x10-3 

J/m2/mb/sec and the thinnest ones for that 

less than 2.ox10-3J/m2/mb/sec. 

Same as Fig. 20 a except from Jan. 1 to 8, 

1968
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Z(n) s e(n)
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(6)

(4)

Least Square Method

 Q(n) ad(n)
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Time-Filter Method

(5)
Travelling and

ZT(n), Zs(n

Quasi-Stationary Parts

Or(n),QG(n),

Q5(n)pad(n)
.528(n),

II
Kinetic and Available Potential Energies

and Their Conversion or Transfer Terms
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